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The Big 

Picture 

The highlight of April’s economic statements and data reads was the comment made by Christine Lagarde, 

President of the International Monetary Fund, on 22
nd

 April at the Washington DC G-20 meeting. She said she 

wanted Europe to do “anything that works to create jobs – especially for young people”. Her comment was 

sparked by the 12% unemployment read earlier in the month which was the highest ever recorded since data 

has been collect – since 1995.  

Already Lagarde has urged Spain to have two more years to get its budget in order, the ECB is now expected 

to cut rates tomorrow and Italy just sold six billion euros of 5 and 10 year debt at the lowest yields since 2010. 

The hated catch phrase ‘austerity’ has been replaced by a ‘balance of growth and austerity’. 

If we recall ECB President Mario Draghi’s famed comments in mid 2012 that he ‘would do whatever it takes’ 

and the massive impact it had on defusing the European debt crisis, the new slant on austerity could have a 

massive positive effect. Interestingly, it has just been revealed that the research of a Harvard professor that 

led to the austerity stance has shown to have been in error! Amongst other shortcomings, there was an error 

in an Excel spreadsheet. Apparently nobody checked the research before implementing a package that 

caused chaos and misery in European labour markets. 

If Largarde’s actions were not enough, Japan joined the fray by announcing a massive stimulus package. It is 

forty percent bigger than the US stimulus package but Japan is only one sixth of the size of the US economy. 

The real combined impact of Japan and Europe will take some months before it takes hold but confidence is 

already improving. 

At home we had retail sales coming in at 1.4% for the month when expectations were only for 0.3%. Building 

approvals were also strong and the CPI inflation came in low. The stock market was up 4.5% in April closing 

at the highest level since June 2008. ANZ announced a bumper profit and increased its dividend by about 7%. 

But not all news has been good. North Korea tried hard to spoil the party with some sabre rattling but all of the 

major powers joined together to defuse the situation. Gold prices tumbled in a two day rout but some of that 

loss has been retraced. That does little for confidence in gold as a safe haven. Importantly, copper prices fell 

by 6.5% over the month which helped bring our resource-based stocks down in price but iron ore prices 

remained firm above $130 / tonne. 

China is always a big story for our economy. On April 1, the much-watched PMI (Purchasing Managers Index) 

which is a measure of the state of manufacturing in China came in at 50.9 (50 is the break-even point for 

improving conditions) which was better than the 50.1 of the previous month but less than that which was 

expected (52). The mid-month ‘flash’ update also disappointed and the May 1 read was 50.6. China’s GDP 

growth came in at 7.7% - missing the expected 7.9%. Not nearly enough to worry about in itself but if this 

disappointment starts a trend then it does not bode well for Australian mining companies. 

The US recorded mixed data during April but ended the month strongly. Consumer confidence surprised on 

the upside and house prices improved 9.2% over the same month in 2012 – the best price increase since 

2006 before the GFC started. 
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Asset Classes 

Australian 

Equities 

Over much of the last couple of months the ASX 200 has tracked sideways but it broke though nearly five-

year highs to close the month. However, recent movement have not been common across sectors. The 

Materials sector– including stocks like BHP and RIO – fell by around 15% while most non-resource stocks 

rose by around 5%. 

There were two stand-out results in blue chip stocks in April. Woodside Petroleum changed its plans for 

expansion in its LNG space from onshore to offshore. The cost saving allowed Woodside to announce a 

special dividend and its stock price rose about 10% that day. ANZ announced 10% stronger earnings and 

lifted its dividend accordingly – its stock price rose nearly 6% on that day taking the other three banks 

higher by over 2%. 

Our analysis of all of these sector movements leads us to conclude that the market is a little overpriced at 

+4% and that our forecast e-o-y close has remained solid at 5,350. 

The four high yielding sectors (Financials, Property, Telcos and Utilities) have had their expected dividends 

compressed to a range of 5.1% to 5.5% plus franking credits. This situation that the yields are so low and 

close to each other is unusual and is presumably the consequence of investors having the confidence to 

leave cash in search of yield. While these sectors are overpriced by our analysis, these prices can be 

sustained while yield is sought. 

 

Foreign 

Equities 

The S&P 500 broke new records on several occasions and ended the month just shy of 1,600. The gains 

over April in the major overseas markets were less impressive than in Australia – but were solid. 

There has been continued focus in the US of how long Quantitative Easing – the US stimulus package – will 

last. Chairman Bernanke is firm that it will last into next year and maybe beyond. Some analysts have even 

speculated that stimulus might even be increased. 

 

Bonds Fitch’s one year ahead probabilities of default that are relevant for judging European bonds rose from 1.2% 

to 1.9% on the Cyprus negotiations during March. These probabilities have already fallen to 1.4% in a very 

orderly fashion. 

An Italian government was formed (at last!) at the end of April following the February elections at the same 

time that a big bond auction took place. It was extremely successful with yields falling to their lowest levels 

since 2010. While it is far too soon to say the European crisis is behind us, the worst seems to be so. Of 

course another Cyprus could turn up without warning but these smaller countries are unlikely to plunge us 

back into the turmoil of 2010 – 2012 – just as the Cyprus issue passed quickly. 

 

Interest 

Rates 

The RBA left rates on hold in April and deliberates again next Tuesday. Until the inflation data came out on 

April 24
th
 it seemed unlikely there would be a further cut. Indeed many analysts were calling for the next 

move to be up – and maybe this year. The inflation data was interesting because on the face of it, an 

outcome of 0.4% for Q1 and 2.5% for the year was right in the groove. However, a closer analysis shows 

that there was, as is usual in Q1, large increases in pharmaceutical prices and education fees. If these are 

stripped out of the data, inflation is very weak and maybe symptomatic of a very weak economy. 

Unemployment did rise in March according to the volatile seasonally adjusted data but not in the Bureau’s 

preferred trend estimate. The budget – from recent government briefings – is in disarray. As a result, a cut 

in rates next week is back on the table as a precautionary measure – but an increase later this year would 

then be more likely.  

Other 

Assets 

The $A bounced around in a three cent range during April finishing the month about half a cent lower. 

The price of oil also fell – WTI by -3.2% and Brent by -4.3% - and the gap between the two sources of oil is 

much narrower than normal. 

Gold ‘officially’ entered a bear market as it fell 30% from its peak. In two days the price crashed about 14% 

possibly because of rumours about the end of Quantitative Easing in the US. About half of that correction 

has since been retraced. 



 

                       Regional Analysis 

Australia Unemployment rose from 5.4% (for February) to 5.6% for March. However, the trend estimate preferred 

by the Bureau was static at 5.5%. The record +71,500 increase in employment in February was revised 

upwards to +74,000 but March came in weaker. Full-time employment fell by -7,400 and part-time by      

-28,700 for a total fall of -36,100. Putting the two months together, the result is not bad so more data is 

needed to form a considered view. 

The budget - being only two weeks away - is front and centre. Only a few months ago a surplus was still 

on the cards – according to the Treasurer – but now a $12bn hole has been announced – to be quickly 

translated into a $17bn deficit! Clearly the date for a surplus is being pushed out but that is not bad. Just 

as Europe has woken up to austerity on its own as being silly, we should balance growth and budget 

considerations. Of course this is not the time to be spending more unless it is absolutely necessary or it 

will stimulate growth. 

 

China After rebounding strongly throughout 2012, China’s manufacturing economy has stalled – but at a healthy 

level. The services sector – as measured by the relevant PMI – is going gangbusters at 54.4 – but that 

disappointed analysts. 

The April 1 manufacturing PMI was only 50.9 but the flash mid month PMI was 50.5 down from 51.6 the 

previous month. The flash number focuses on small to mid-sized companies while the official figure 

focuses more on the large companies – hence a possible perceived conflict. Today’s PMI of 50.6 missed 

expectations of 50.7 and is slightly softer than last month. 

The target GDP – from the China government – is for 7.5% growth but China usually comes in above 

target. The outcome for Q1 was 7.7% while analysts expected 7.9%. What is quite possible is that the 

government is encouraging the economy to pause for a while to prevent bubbles inflating and popping – 

and then phase II of the growth spurt may re-emerge. 

 

U.S.A. US unemployment did fall to 7.6% from 7.7% the month before. There was an increase of only +88,000 in 

nonfarm payrolls employment after the stellar increase of +236,000 the month before. Retail sales were 

also weak and, as a result, Materials stocks and commodity prices sold off – also causing a big sell-off in 

Australia. 

The tragedy that was the Boston Marathon bombings disrupted lives and the city but had little impact on 

stock markets. 

The Federal Reserve published its ‘beige book’ that described growth as ‘moderate’. 

 

Europe The UK avoided would-be first ‘triple dip’ recession by posting growth of +0.3%. Spain and Italy got big 

bond auctions away at the lowest yields since 2010. But unemployment for Europe hit 12%. 

There is no doubt that Europe’s economy is in trouble but it does seem to have stabilised. Moreover the 

expected cut in rates tomorrow and the Lagarde-inspired push for growth and less austere austerity 

bodes well. While it will be some time before the success of these moves can be measured confidence 

and political stability can improve straight away. 

 

Rest of 

World 

Japan has been a strong focus as its stimulus package is launched and the Yen tumbles. The G-20 did 

not charge Japan with manipulating its currency – which is why other countries introduced their stimulus 

packages. Of course, this ‘competitive devaluation’ is a race to the bottom – and it is why European 

countries are in trouble – having a common currency does not allow them to devalue. 

The IMF cut its world growth forecast from 3.5% in January to 3.3% - just above the 2012 outcome of 

3.2%. 

 


